Unravelling the molecular complexities of crystal nucleation from solutions is predicated on our ability to measure and interpret high quality kinetic data. This allows us to link nucleation rates to supersaturation, as well as to kinetic rate expressions and their parameters, arising from mechanistic considerations. In this context it is vital to be able to assess the reliability of measured nucleation rate data. Accordingly this contribution details a statistical approach that aims at quantifying the inherent uncertainty associated with nucleation rates obtained from induction time measurements carried out in small volumes. We investigate how uncertainties attached to nucleation rates propagate to mechanistic parameters derived from them, and make recommendations for experimental protocols, as well as data analysis strategies that minimize said uncertainty. The approach is applied to induction time measurements obtained for benzoic acid/toluene solutions in a wide range of supersaturations.
26 Surprisingly, the reliability of nucleation rates derived from such inherently stochastic induction 27 time measurements has only been tested in a cursory manner in the past 12,14 , i.e., a level of un-28 certainty was estimated for a specific case, but it was not quantified how such uncertainty would significance or whether they are coincidental. The same is true for correlations between parameters 35 derived from such estimates of nucleation rates as the uncertainty propagates from rates to param-36 eters in rate equations. This remains true regardless of what theory has been used to derive the 37 nucleation rate expressions.
38
In this article we conduct a statistical analysis of the induction time methodology 12 with the 39 ultimate goal of assessing the confidence levels which may be placed on nucleation rates obtained 40 in this way. To do this, we first revisit the critical assumptions made in developing this technique 41 and recall the cases where these assumptions might not be applicable. Second, we generate large 42 amounts of synthetic induction time data and proceed to establish an analysis approach that allows 43 us to quantify the uncertainty attached to estimates of nucleation rates. Furthermore, we extensively 44 quantify how the level of uncertainty changes with the number of measurements taken (as well as 45 with other factors). This allows us to give recommendations for designing experimental campaigns 46 and for data analysis procedures that yield optimum estimates of nucleation rates (i.e., as reliable as 47 they can be given a certain dataset and measurement procedure). We then show a way to connect 48 the uncertainty quantification obtained from such synthetic data to experimental studies. Finally, 49 we present an updated experimental methodology to obtain induction time data using a Crystal16, 50 which we have used to gather nucleation rate data for the monomorphic compound benzoic acid 51 (CSD refcode BENZAC01) crystallized from toluene. 
Nucleation rates from induction times

54
The use of induction time data for measuring nucleation kinetics has been well documented 12,14,22 .
55
Measuring induction times in small volumes has the advantage of lower material consumption and 56 better uniformity of the vessel (or droplet) content, i.e., mixing is typically stronger and tempera-57 ture control easier to achieve than in larger crystallizers. However, working at small volumes, the 58 stochastic nature of nucleation becomes more apparent than in larger vessels. Indeed, performing 59 many equivalent, independent experiments (same supersaturation, temperature etc.) at solution 60 volumes in the order of 1 mL leads to a wide distribution of observed induction times. Sorting the P i = i N exp for i = 1, . . . , N nuc (1) where N exp represents the total number of induction time measurements made and N nuc is the 63 number of experiments where nucleation was detected (note N nuc ≤ N exp ). In order to characterize 64 nucleation rates from such cumulative probability distributions, a link between the stochasticity 65 exhibited in the series of experiments and the random processes occurring in each individual exper-66 iment must be made. Usually this is done by assuming that the formation of each nucleus occurs 67 independently from the others within a given experiment (at least until the nuclei can be observed).
68
If one assumes that supersaturation is generated quickly and kept constant, the probability that at 69 least one nucleus has formed in time t N can be expressed in the form of a Poisson distribution 12,14 :
where J is the nucleation rate and V is the volume of the solution. sodium chlorate, the nucleation behaviour was rationalized on the basis of an initial low (primary) 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 grows to a certain size. At this point, it becomes large enough to undergo abrasion or a complete shattering, triggering rapid secondary nucleation, which is detected via a rapid increase in, for 89 example, turbidity. The resulting detection time may then be formulated as
where t D is the detection time, t N is the time at which the single nucleus has formed, t g is the
91
time for the nucleus to grow to the size at which it triggers secondary nucleation and t e is the time 92 elapsed between secondary nucleation and the detection of particles by the measurement device.
93
While any or all of the terms on the right hand side of Eq. (3) could be stochastic (e.g., t g could be
94
stochastic if growth rate dispersion 27,28 occurs) the prevalent assumptions made in the literature 12
95
are that t e is negligible and t g is deterministic. Using these assumptions, Eq. (2) can be modified 96 using Eq. (3) to obtain:
While there is experimental evidence supporting the single nucleus mechanism 24,25 and hence al-
98
lowing the use of the simple approximation, Eq. (4), we believe that it is vital to bear in mind the 99 underlying assumptions enabling this simplification. In particular the assumption of constant su-100 persaturation up to the point of nuclei detection might be violated for systems with a high detection 101 threshold (instrument specific) and low solubility (solute/solvent/temperature specific). However,
102
we deem an extensive exploration of this conundrum to be outside the scope of the present work.
103
The experimental cumulative probability distributions (Eq. (1)) can then be fitted with the nonlin-104 ear Eq. (4) by minimizing the sum of squared differences between model and experiment, defined 105 as:
where P i are the points on the experimental cumulative probability curve (Eq. (1) 
to the data using
In these two alternatives, the data points in Eq. (1) underlying assumptions be be found elsewhere 1, 10 . Depending on the rate-limiting step assumed in
129
CNT, the nucleation rate J can be written as 
and the "kinetic" parameter A:
In Eqs. (10) and (11) and (13).
In both cases, the fitting is typically conducted with a least squares approach. Additionally, we 144 note that Dunning and Notley 29 derived a further linearized form of the CNT equation in 1957:
where w is a frequency factor, n is the number of critical nuclei, a is a geometrical factor, q is of the nucleation rate (and by extension the parameters A and B). 
Generation of synthetic induction times
160
The following procedure was adopted: firstly, a range of supersaturations was chosen and at each 161 supersaturation the "true" nucleation rate was calculated using Eq. (8) together with the values of
162
A and B given in Table 1 . Random numbers were then generated between 0 and 1 to represent
163
"synthetic" probabilities of induction, P . The random numbers were generated using the imple-164 mentation of the Mersenne twister 31 as built into MatLAB2015a. For each of these probabilities a
165
"synthetic" induction time was calculated by using Eq. (4) together with the "true" nucleation rate 166 and the growth time, t g calculated using Eqs. (15) and (16):
where G is the growth rate, g and k are the parameters of crystal growth (Table 1) , and r a is 168 the size of the nucleus before rapid secondary nucleation occurs, taken to be 10 µm (without loss 169 of generality). Nucleation rates were then obtained by fitting these data to Eq. (4) or Eq. (6)
170
and by using t g estimated in one of three ways: firstly by making it a parameter to be identified 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 during the fitting, secondly taking it to be the shortest induction time and finally using Eqs. (15) and (16). In this way, it was possible to create sets of synthetic data corresponding to any number 173 of experimental observations (N exp ) at any supersaturation (S) and to repeat the "experimental 174 campaign" as many times as desired. Thus, for the five supersaturations in Table 1, experiments   175 were simulated in which N exp = 20, 30, 40, . . . , 400. By repeating each of these experimental 176 campaigns 10,000 times large numbers of J values were generated which enabled their probability 177 density distribution and confidence intervals to be explored as functions of both N exp and S.
178 Table 1 : Parameters used in the induction times generation process
Parameter Value for all the vials to nucleate and hence the number of measured induction times, N nuc < N exp .
187
Consequently the largest value of P inferred from the detection times is less than one. To assess 188 the reliability of the nucleation rates in such cases, we defined a threshold value of P = P cutoff ,
189
being the fraction of data points used in calculating J. P cutoff was assigned values between 0.1 to 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 
where K is the number of supersaturations for which induction time data was measured, S k the 206 supersaturations, J k the calculated nucleation rates at the present A and B values, and J exp,k the 207 nucleation rates estimated from the experimental cumulative probability distributions. Repeating 208 this fitting for many samples drawn from the underlying probability distributions of J leads in 209 turn to probability distributions of the CNT parameters from which confidence intervals etc. can 210 be calculated. We then compare these results against the "real" parameter values (see Table 1 ) so 211 as to decide which fitting method leads to better parameter estimates.
212
When estimating the CNT parameters A and B from real experimental data, the J values at 213 different supersaturations are often, out of necessity, determined from cumulative probability curves 214 containing a varying number of data points N nuc at each supersaturation (see, e.g., Table 5 ). As we 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 supersaturations. To this end, we define the weighted sum of squares, to be minimized by varying
219
A and B, as:
The weights w k should be chosen according to 32
where σ 2 k is the variance of ln (J exp,k /S k ), which can be obtained from the synthetic data as briefly more heavily weighted the more data points are available (since these j values carry less uncertainty).
224
While this will always decrease the uncertainty around parameter estimates, we will quantify this 225 effect in the results section.
226
4 Experimental methods
227
Benzoic acid (BA, Acros Organics, ≥ 99%) and toluene (Sigma-Aldrich, ≥99.9%) were used as-
228
received. Solubility data of BA in toluene were measured gravimetrically and are reported in Table   229 S1 in the supporting information.
230
Induction times were measured in toluene using the Crystal16 multiple reactor setup (Technobis 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 processes-impacts the detection time in a complex fashion. In this section "synthetic data" is used to help address key questions in the estimation and reliability
281
of J values obtained from experiments by considering the impact of N exp , the evaluation method 282 of t g and the fitting technique used to transform the experimental probability data into nucleation Synthetic data for seven experimental campaigns with N exp = 80, S = 1.8, and nucleation rate specified as in Table 1 . Figure 1 shows seven typical synthetic data sets taken from the 10,000 repeats of an experimental 285 campaign with N exp = 80 at S = 1.8. There is considerable variation in the probability curves 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59  60 obtained, even though they were generated in the same Poisson process (same nucleation rate, 287 volume, etc.). At each S at which simulations were performed, we therefore have 10,000 cumulative 288 probability curves, P , available. When fitting any of these probability curves using Eq. (4) confidence interval values for J are given in Table 2 .
305
A number of features captured in Figure 2 are worth mentioning since they have important 306 implications for the experimental protocol. Firstly, for all six methods, the peak values of the for an experimental protocol applied to real experimental data. Furthermore, we would like to highlight here that the relative error density distribution of J for width divided by the real J value) widens as P cutoff decreases.
348
In Figure 4 (b) the relative confidence interval width is plotted against the number of nucleated 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57 58 59 Table 1 ).
decreasing to zero). In addition it can be seen that, apart from minor noise caused by random 352 sampling, all the points can be collapsed onto a single line, indicating that it is the absolute number
353
(N nuc ) of nucleated points which determines the confidence intervals of J, regardless of the uncer-
354
lying values of S, N exp and P cutoff . It is again noteworthy that this observation is independent 355 of the value of supersaturation and hence of the absolute value of the nucleation rate. The con-
356
fidence interval width is only one property of the underlying probability density distribution and 357 different probability density distributions could result in the same confidence intervals. However,
358
in Figure 4 (c) we show that the probability density distributions for (N exp = 80, P cutoff = 1),
359
(N exp = 160, P cutoff = 0.5) and (N exp = 400, P cutoff = 0.2), all having N nuc = 80, overlap with 360 each other (blue curves). The same is true for the two additional curves generated with (N exp = 40,
361
P cutoff = 1) and (N exp = 80, P cutoff = 0.5), thus both having N nuc = 40. Our analysis in Figure 4 (c)
362
shows that for a certain value of N nuc the distribution of relative errors in J is indeed the same,
363
regardless of the underlying P cutoff and N exp value. We also note that the probability density dis- 1  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  12  13  14  15  16  17  18  19  20  21  22  23  24  25  26  27  28  29  30  31  32  33  34  35  36  37  38  39  40  41  42  43  44  45  46  47  48  49  50  51  52  53  54  55  56  57  58  59 distributions, one obtains an approximation of the sought after probability density distribution for 
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